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The Final Empire: Mistborn Book 1

Brandon Sanderson, fantasy's newest master tale spinner, author of the acclaimed debut Elantris,
dares to turn a genre on its head by asking a simple question: What if the hero of prophecy fails?
What kind of world results when the Dark Lord is in charge? The answer will be found in the
Mistborn Trilogy, a saga of surprises and magical martial-arts action that begins in Mistborn.For a
thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in
misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of Infinity," reigned with
absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when hope was so long lost that not
even its memory remained, a terribly scarred, heart-broken half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths
of the Lord Ruler's most hellish prison. Kelsier "snapped" and found in himself the powers of a
Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader, he turned his talents to the ultimate caper, with the Lord
Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier recruited the underworld's elite, the smartest and most
trustworthy allomancers, each of whom shares one of his many powers, and all of whom relish a
high-stakes challenge. Only then does he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest heist in
history, but the downfall of the divine despot.But even with the best criminal crew ever assembled,
Kel's plan looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named Vin into his
life. Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher life. Vin has learned to
expect betrayal from everyone she meets, and gotten it. She will have to learn to trust, if Kel is to
help her master powers of which she never dreamed.Readers of Elantris thought they'd discovered
someone special in Brandon Sanderson. Mistborn proves they were right. --This text refers to the
Hardcover edition.
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I really wish that would introduce a more intricate rating system than five stars, as this would get
about 4.5 stars from me. After many failed attempts at starting up various fantasy series, Brandon
Sanderson has delivered something refreshing and vastly entertaining. This is very nearly a five star
novel, though there are a few simple discrepencies that keep Mistborn from being legendary.Pros:- I
was immideately pulled in by the bizarre world environment here. The idea of a land completely
covered in ash at all times is strange and interesting.- The "magic" system, if it can be called that, is
unique and a breath of fresh air. For me, a lot of fantasy is ruined by overuse of magic and lack of
explanation about how magic works. His use of metals and Allomancy is genius and it's apparent
that Sanderson invested a lot of time into this system. It's fun and believable.- Sanderson displays
great world-building talents in Mistborn. Not only to we have a strange backdrop in the environment,
but good history to fill it with. The mists and the Mistwraiths are weird and different.- There is no lack
of action here. While I might have liked a little more description on the larger battle scenes, the
Allomancy battles were just plain fun to read. With the characters using their abilities to push
themselves through the air and hurl large metal objects, it was almost as if they were battling
superheroes, and strangely enough this really works. He paid great attention to the rules and
science of the Allomancy he created and applied them to these battle scenes well.Cons:- As others
have noticed, characterization could use a little work.

I picked up Mistborn on a lark- based in large point by the written praise of Robin Hobb (an author
whose work I greatly enjoy. I have not yet read Elantris, the author's first work. So, with an open
mind, I picked up Mistborn...And was greatly impressed! I consider myself a fan of Jordan, Hobb,
Martin, Erickson, Williams and have recently enjoyed the works of R. Scott Bakker. I can now add
Brandon Sanderson to the list.The product description, and some of the other reviews, give pretty
accurate assessments of the story and plotline.So, with that in mind, it's worth highlighting a few of
the strengths and weaknesses of his story- with an eye toward hoping the weaknesses are resolved
come book 2...Strengths:* Nice world-building* Good story arch/plotline* Original "magic"
systemWeakness:* Prose/dialogue/elocution: Several passages of inter-character discussions were
... just.. too explanatory. I (personally) try to gauge when reading items whether people in an actual
conversation would speak the way an author portrays. And, unfortunately, especially after "major"

plot points, I felt some of the conversations between characters were just... too long- near
soliloquy's vs. being dialogue. Again, this is a style point and a personal tick of mine.* "Generic"
characterizations: Much has been made of Vin's ability to swiftly learn allomancy; however, both she
and Kelsier were the most fully-drawn characters. Other characters- Marsh, Breeze, etc- were more
shallowly drawn.

Okay I do not normally buy into this is a GREAT read you should buy kind of stuff from publishers
and critics; but unfortunately I could not find one single review for this book. I would much rather
trust my fellow readers than someone who gets paid to read (that is the sound of me being jealous
of those who do get paid to read by the way) and I even broke one my own major rules.I bought
Mistborn and Elantris new, never having picked up the author before and I started reading and
reading and reading and reading. I loved this book; I hated putting the thing down to do such
mundane things as eat and sleep and not walk into walls. Sanderson has brought characters to life,
true life not just the oh what a nice description of someone doing something kind of thing... He has
me folks, I'm purchasing The Well of Ascension on my next paycheck, I hate the fact that I've
devoured this man's work in such a short amount of time, but Mr. Sanderson's work can be revisited
and more nuances found in the slower reading than in the quick estatic jump that I made of my first
reading.Kelsier is a wonderful character, the group of criminals (in the law's eyes anyway) that he
surrounds himself with are just as vibrant and intriguing as he is. Life under the Lord Ruler is harsh,
possibly short and always dangerous for those who decide to live rather than simply exist; but these
men and women do it and do it with style. The type of magic that Mr. Sanderson has come up with
is believable and it works, your brain just nods along and agrees with the things that the characters
can do.Vin and Elend will have their stories fleshed out in the Well of Ascension and I can not wait
to jump into that pool, but this was a great introduction for me to a great story teller.
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